3D orientation tracking is an essential ingredient for many Internetof-Things applications. Yet existing orientation tracking systems commonly require motion sensors that are only available on batterypowered devices. In this paper, we propose Tagyro, which attaches an array of passive RFID tags as orientation sensors on everyday objects. Tagyro uses a closed-form model to transform the runtime phase offsets between tags into orientation angle. To enable orientation tracking in 3D space, we found the key challenge lies in the imperfect radiation pattern of practical tags, caused by the antenna polarity, non-isotropic emission and electromagnetic coupling, which substantially distort phase measurement. We address these challenges by designing a set of phase sampling and recovery algorithms, which together enable reliable orientation sensing with 3 degrees of freedom. We have implemented a real-time version of Tagyro on a commodity RFID system. Our experiments show that Tagyro can track the 3D orientation of passive objects with a small error of 4
INTRODUCTION
3D orientation is an essential input to many pervasive applications, such as motion tracking [1] , mobile gaming, and activity recognition [2] . However, existing orientation tracking systems commonly require motion sensors like gyroscope and compass, which are only available on battery-powered devices. Tracking the orientation of passive batteryless objects is an equally important but more challenging problem.
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. A passive orientation sensing system can enable many new Internetof-Things (IoT) applications ( Figure 1 ). For example, in smarthome environment, it can monitor the rotation and placement of daily objects (e.g., detecting door closure and monitoring activity of a rolling chair). In a supply chain, it can detect the tilt angle of orientation-sensitive cargo and warn the human workers when necessary. Orientation information of products on a conveyor belt can assist robotic arms to pick up an item using proper posture. Likewise, there exist numerous applications in mobile gaming (e.g., guiding the positioning of LEGO pieces) and library management (e.g., detecting upside down books). Existing passive orientation tracking solutions are predominantly based on computer vision [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Such systems often require extensive per-object perangle training. They are sensitive to background variation, ambient light condition, and occlusion. Therefore, they are unsuitable for ad-hoc IoT applications.
In this paper, we propose Tagyro, which can track the 3D orientation of passive objects using RFID tags. The basic idea is to attach multiple tags to different spots on the object, which constitute a tag array. Some example array patterns are illustrated in Figure 2 . An RFID reader can measure the tag phase, i.e., the phase of signals returned from each tag. When the tag array rotates together with the object, the tag-to-reader distance among different tags varies, which in turn affects the relative phase offset between tags (referred to as phase difference of arrival or PDoA). Tagyro builds a closed-form model that transforms the measured PDoA into an orientation spectrum, which characterizes the likelihood of each orientation angle. It then derives the tag array's 2D orientation from the peak of orientation spectrum. By attaching an additional RFID antenna and tag array, Tagyro can aggregate the outputs from multiple 2D estimators and produce a 3D orientation estimation for the target object.
Realizing such an RFID-based 3D orientation tracking entails three key challenges that are unaddressed in previous RFID sensing systems [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . First, to prevent phase ambiguity, adjacent tags in a tag array must be placed within close proximity. However, our experiments reveal that the closely-placed tags tend to alter each other's phases due to sophisticated electromagnetic interactions. Such coupling effect deviates the phase value from the traditional phase-distance model [8] . To address this issue, we propose an Array Layout Sensing (ALS) algorithm, which approxi- mately models the coupling effect as if the tags repel each other in the physical space. ALS also enables Tagyro to automatically sense the tag array's effective layout -a critical input for the orientation spectrum computation. Consequently, ALS also frees the user from knowing the array's physical layout or placing the array with precise geometry. Second, the radiation pattern of a practical RFID tag is far from the ideal isotropic model, i.e., a point source that scatters signals uniformly in 3D space. Instead, it has blind directions with extremely weak emissions, rendering phase measurement infeasible. Tagyro addresses this challenge using a dual-array setup, where two arrays are arranged in orthogonal angles to compensate the blind directions. Tagyro can single out valid phase readings, and then unify the results to estimate the object's orientation with 3 degrees-offreedom (DoF).
Third, commercial FCC-compliant RFID readers run in the frequency-hopping mode and interrogate the tags sequentially, which cause phase discontinuity and significantly slow down the orientation sensing. We design a simple per-reader phase calibration mechanism, along with phase interpolation, which improves the phase-reading precision/granularity. Tagyro, to our knowledge, represents the first wireless sensing system that can track the 3D orientation of passive objects. Its contributions can be summarized as follows.
(i) We propose an RFID tag-array setup for phase-based orientation tracking, and empirically study the impact of tags' imperfect radiation patterns on phase reading. Our study reveals how the tag polarity, blind direction and coupling effect distort phase measurement, which has not been reported by previous RFID sensing/localization systems [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
(ii) We propose an innovative algorithm to sense the effective layout of a tag array, which overcomes the tag coupling effect. We further propose mechanisms to combat the tags' non-isotropic radiation patterns, enabling orientation sensing in 3D space without blind direction. We have also developed phase calibration mechanisms and enabled fast orientation sensing on standard-compliant RFID devices.
(iii) We implement Tagyro on a COTS RFID system as a realtime 3D orientation sensing framework. Our experimental results show that Tagyro can track the 3-DoF orientation of an object at an average accuracy of 4
• , with processing rate >37.7 samples/second and response latency <0.75 seconds. Tagyro achieves comparable accuracy and sampling rate as state-of-the-art gyroscope-based systems [15] , but it needs no battery on the object, and evades the notorious drifting issue.
PRELIMINARIES

Phase Model for an RFID System
An RFID reader can transmit continuous-wave signals to interrogate a tag, and then receive backscattered signals from the tag which contains its unique identity information. The phase offset between the transmitted and received signals depends on the roundtrip propagation distance d, as well as hardware-specific factors. Following a standard phase-distance model [8, 16] , the phase value φ, also referred to as tag phase, equals:
where λ denotes the signal wavelength, and φReader and φTag are the additional phase offsets induced by the reader's transmission/receiving circuits and tag's antenna response. Eq. (1) implies that a single tag is insufficient for 3D orientation sensing, because simply changing the tag's orientation may not change the distance d and the phase φ.
Phase Difference of Arrival of a Tag Array
The basic idea of our approach is to form a tag array with multiple tags. Due to different distances to the reader, the tags cause different phase offsets, which we call the Phase Difference of Arrival (PDoA). Rotation of the tag array results in different PDoA values, from which we can estimate the orientation of the tag array, and hence the orientation of the object it is attached to.
Consider Figure 3 where 4 tags form a square array. We first specify a 3D coordinate system for the RFID reader, in which the X-axis is parallel to the direction from the reader to the center of the tag array, and the X-Y plane is parallel to the ground. The tag array's orientation is defined as the rotation offset (θX, θY, θZ) along each axis, relative to an initial state specified by the user. This coordinate system allows us to track the tag array's orientation from the reader antenna's perspective. Note that Tagyro is different from active motion sensors (gyroscope and magnetometer) [15] , since the coordinate system will change w.r.t. to the position of the tag array. On the other hand, active motion sensors are location-independent because gravitational and magnetic fields on earth are used as the reference coordinate. Figure 4 illustrates the rotation around the Z-axis by projecting 3D space on to the X-Y plane. In this example, signals first reach tag 1 before tag i, and thus PDoA (tag i to tag 1) is positive. More generally, the direction and amount of rotation determine the sign and value of PDoA, respectively. Assuming signals come from far field, the PDoA ∆φi for any tag i to the reference tag, say tag 1, can be derived from the tag separation distance projected to the reader's signal direction (i.e., the red line in Figure 4 ):
where di is the distance between the i th and reference tag. θ i Y and θ i Z are initial angular offsets for tag i and reference tag in the initial state, which gauge the rotations along Y and Z axes respectively w.r.t. the directions of zero PDoA. They can be calculated from the array geometrical layout (to be addressed in Sec. 4.3) . ∆φ the difference of antenna phase response (cf. Sec. 2.1) between tag i and the reference tag, which will be calibrated and removed by our array sensing module (Sec. 4.3.3) . Note that PDoA cancels the unknown phase offset φReader introduced by the reader's circuits.
In addition, note that the PDoA is irrelevant to the X-axis rotation in this example setup (Figure 3 ), since any rotation along X-axis does not change the distance offset between different tags and the reader. Therefore, a single reader antenna can only track the array rotation with 2 Degree-of-Freedoms (DoFs), i.e., along Y and Z axes. For 3-DoF tracking, Tagyro requires a reader with at least 2 antennas, which will be discussed in Sec. 4.4.
Tagyro OPERATION
Tagyro is an orientation sensing system that generalizes the aforementioned ideal PDoA tracking. To use Tagyro, a user needs to attach an array of RFID tags on the target object, following certain empirical guidelines and without knowing the precise geometrical relation between tags. Figure 5 illustrates Tagyro's flow of operations, comprised of the following steps: (1) The reader interrogates the tag array following standard EPC protocol [17] , which reads the tags sequentially and resolves collision via retransmission. Commercial readers (e.g., the Impinj R420 [18] that we use) can extract many pieces of information such as tag ID, phase and Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), which are forwarded to a PC host running Tagyro. (2) Tagyro's phase calibration module pre-processes the phase information, and removes the phase discontinuity caused by the reader's channel hopping. (3) Tagyro's Array Layout Sensing (ALS) module estimates the tag array's effective layout, which differs from the geometrical layout due to mutual coupling between tags. (4) Given the tag array layout, Tagyro measures the tag phase and runs an orientation-spectrum tracking mechanism to continuously track the tag array's orientation.
In what follows, we describe Tagyro's major design components and algorithms. We first describe how to compute orientation from the PDoA, assuming the tag array's layout is known ( § 4.1). Second, we explore the main challenges in PDoA and tag layout estimation ( § 4.2), particularly caused by the tags' imperfect radiation pattern. We introduce the ALS algorithm that estimates the tag array's effective layout, taking into account the coupling effect ( § 4.3). Third, we extend the single-array and single-antenna reader case to dual-array and dual-antenna reader, in order to realize 3-DoF orientation tracking ( § 4.4). We will also discuss phase calibration and run-time optimization mechanisms that improve the accuracy and speed of phase reading ( § 4.5 and § 4.6).
DESIGN
Tracking through Orientation Spectrum
We first focus on the 2-DoF orientation, i.e., sensing (θY, θZ), the array's angular rotation along Y and Z axis, relative to its initial state. Given the measured PDoA between each tag i and the reference tag, Tagyro estimates the tag array's orientation by computing an orientation spectrum -a 2D intensity graph in which each pixel indicates the likelihood of an orientation. We use the phaserdomain difference between the theoretical PDoA ∆Φi (computed from Eq. (2)) and measured PDoA ∆Φi as pixel intensity, i.e.,
where K is the tag number in the array. The phaser domain operation inherently handles the phase aliasing. When the theoretical PDoA matches the measured value, e.g., |∆Φi − ∆Φi| ≈ 0 for all i, the pixel will have the maximum intensity equal to 1. Otherwise the pixel intensity will be close to 0. The complexity of computing the spectrum is O(N 2 ), where N is the number of values for each DoF rotation. In Tagyro, we discretize the rotation value θY and θZ into 3
• granularity, resulting in an orientation spectrum with 120 × 120 pixels.
The 2-DoF orientation is estimated by finding the highest peak in the orientation spectrum:
Taking the 4-tag square array in Figure 3 again as an example, where neighboring tags are separated by the quarter wavelength of 8.2 cm, Figure 6 plots the orientation spectrum when the array rotates at (θ Y = 0 • , θ Z = 80 • ). The highest peak position occurs exactly at the same orientation. Besides, there are weaker grating lobes that are caused by the spatial ambiguity effect.
Spatial ambiguity is a well known effect when using multi-antenna to estimate a signal's angle of arrival -multiple angles may have similar likelihood of estimation. To minimize the spatial ambiguity, antennas need to be separated by less than half-wavelength (λ/2) away. For an RFID tag array, the equivalent separation should be λ/4 (i.e., 8.2 cm for 915 MHz UHF tags), because the signals traverse a round-trip propagation. Though grating lobes are generally weaker than the main lobe, they may occasionally obscure the detection of true peak because of residual phase measurement error and noise in RF channel. To ensure the robustness of Tagyro, instead of picking a single strongest peak, we search for the top three peaks in the orientation spectrum, and take the one that is closest to the previous estimation as final orientation result. This serves as a simple moving average outlier filter.
The above ideal orientation-spectrum tracking model requires three underlying conditions: (i) a tag backscatters wireless signals like an isotropic point source, so the signals cover 3D space without blind direction; (ii) the phase reading of a tag follows a predictable model over distance (Eq. (1)); (iii) tag array's relative layout and the corresponding IDs are known. We next explore the practical challenges and solutions in Tagyro to meet these conditions.
Impact of Tag Radiation Pattern
We conduct empirical studies using a COTS RFID platform (Impinj R420 [18] ) to better understand the radiation property of RFID tags. Although the first two of above basic assumptions (about RSS and phase) have been applied in previous works to localize tags in a 2D space [8, 19, 20] , we are particularly interested in verifying whether they still hold under the tag array setup and the implications for 3D orientation tracking.
Rotation of a Single Tag -Polarity and Blind Direction Issues
Observation 1 The phase of a single tag is not only determined by the distance, but also affected by its relative orientation to the reader antenna. We first reinvestigate the standard phase-distance model (Eq. 1) under varying tag orientations. We place a slim tag 1.5 m in front of a flat-panel reader antenna (Figure 7) , and rotate the tag center along each axis. Figure 9 plots the corresponding phase change. Ideally, the phase should remain constant, if it only depends on the tag-to-reader distance. Surprisingly, we find that the phase shifts linearly with the rotation along X-axis, and abrupt phase jumps occur with rotation along Y-axis. The phase only remains unchanged for the rotation along Z-axis. This phenomenon is caused by the polarity of RFID antennas. Due to form-factor constraint, a tag's antenna is commonly designed as a dipole, which is linear-polarized along the tag body (i.e., Z-axis in Figure 7 ). On the other hand, to ensure they can read tags from a variety of angles, most RFID readers' antennas are circularpolarized [21] -They comprise two perpendicular dipoles, fed with signals of 90
• phase difference. When the tag rotates along the X-axis by 90
• , the phase of signal received by the tag will change by π 2
. Since the signals traverse a round-trip propagation back to the reader, the corresponding phase shift measured by the reader doubles. Similarly, the tag phase jump of 2π when rotating around Y-axis by 180
• is also due to the abrupt change of polarity direction. We repeat the experiment using other types of tags (Sec. 5) and observe a similar result.
Implication: Antenna polarity affects the tag phase, and may confuse the orientation spectrum computation which assumes phase only depends on the tag-to-reader distance. To isolate the polarity effect, in Tagyro, we enforce a constraint on the tag placement, called polarity alignment -within a tag array, the tags' bodies must be parallel to each other. In this way, polarity introduces the same phase shift among all tags during rotation, and does not affect PDoA. Observation 2 An RFID tag has non-isotropic radiation: it mainly backscatters signals surrounding the tag body (XY-plane in Figure 7) , and has blind direction along its radial direction (Z-axis).
Under the same setup as above, Figure 9 plots the RSS with different tag rotations. We see that the tag reflects consistently strong RSS when rotating around X or Z axis. Yet, if it rotates around Yaxis, the RSS drops significantly (by 20 dB) when the tag's radial direction points to the reader. The reader cannot reliably decode the tag's signal at such blind direction, and hence the phase measurement becomes erroneous.
Implication: The blind direction of an RFID tag limits the range of orientation that Tagyro can track using a single tag array. To realize 3D orientation sensing, the blind direction of RFID tags must be compensated by other means.
Rotation of a Tag Array -Coupling Between Tags
Observation 3 The phase of each tag in the tag array will be affected by neighboring tags through the coupling effect, which deviates actual PDoA from the standard phase-orientation model (Eq. 2).
The coupling effect of RFID tag occurs in near-field where signals backscattered from a responding tag generate resonant voltage in the antennas of other tags [22] . As a result, besides the signal from responding tag, other nearby tags will also emit signals, which further alters the phase received by the reader. We now conduct two experiments to quantify such effect.
We now create a two-tag array following the polarity alignment requirement, and measure the PDoA between them ( Figure 8 ). One tag is in the rotation center and the other rotates along a circle of radius r = 6cm. To evaluate the PDoA without coupling effect, we also collect the phase trace by rotating only one tag (removing the other), and then compute the PDoA at each of the sampling locations along the circle. Figure 10 plots the PDoA for cases with (w) and without (w/o) coupling effect. We observe that when there is no coupling, the measured PDoA matches the standard model (Eq. (2)). However, when two tags rotate together, the PDoA scope, i.e., difference between maximum and minimum values, has increased significantly. The result shows that PDoA value is scaled by the coupling effect between tags.
To better understand the root cause of PDoA deviation, we model the coupling effect of two tags as illustrated in Figure 8 . We first consider the case without coupling, the carrier signal backscattered from Tag1 to the RFID reader is characterized by:
where A1 denotes the amplitude of received signal and 2d1 is the round-trip distance between tag and reader. Without loss of generosity, we omit other constant phase offsets caused by tag/reader antennas. Eq. (5) is consistent with the standard phase-distance model (Eq. (1)) -phase is determined by the tag-to-reader distance. When the coupling effect occurs, RFID reader essentially receives two copies of signals. One is the original signal coming from the responding tag, and the other copy is generated by the resonant voltage and coming from the other tag . Compared to the original one, the resonant copy experiences certain attenuation and phase shift, which are uniquely determined by the coupling coefficients between the two tags. We denote the resonant signal emitted from Tag2 as s c 2 , which is given by:
where A c 2 and ϕ c are the amplitude and phase offset of the resonant signal. d2 and r are the Tag2-to-reader and Tag1-to-Tag2 distances respectively. In a similar way, when Tag2 is responding, we can model the signals from Tag1 and Tag2 as s c 1 and s2 respectively. When both copies of signals overlap and together reach the RFID reader, the measured phase value will deviate from the origin one, and thus the PDoA distorts. We plug in empirical parameters A1 = 1, A c 2 = 0.5, ϕ c = 90
• , and simulate the PDoA of a two-tag array based on the analytical model. Figure 11 shows that the simulation result is highly consistent with our experimental measurement.
We further evaluate the extent of coupling effect over tag separation distance. We vary the radius r from 3cm to 18cm, at 3cm step. We use the PDoA deviation as metric, i.e., the difference of PDoA scope relative to the case without coupling. Figure 12 shows that the closer two tags are placed to each other, the stronger the PDoA deviation will be. Recall that computing orientation spectrum requires tags to be placed within quarter-wavelength distance (8.2cm) to minimize the spatial ambiguity (Sec. 4.1). Yet at this separation, coupling effect is strong and unavoidable.
Implication: The coupling effect, which deviates PDoA value from the phase-orientation model, will compromise the peak of orientation spectrum and consequently affect the performance of rotation tracking.
In summary, the above experiments reveal that the radiation pattern of RFID tags is far from the ideal model, and may compromise any RSS/phase-based sensing algorithms in 3D space. We now present the countermeasures in Tagyro.
Combating Tag Coupling Effect
Effective Distance Between Tags
Since tag coupling distorts the phase and PDoA, a natural countermeasure is to model the coupling effect and compensate the distortion accordingly. However, such a model must capture the mutual impedance between tags [23] , which depends on elusive factors (e.g., antenna shape and material) that are unlikely to be available to end-users.
To address this issue, we make an important observation from Figure 10 : under the coupling effect, the scope of PDoA is scaled, but the relation between rotation angle and PDoA maintains a similar trend as the no-coupling case. In other words, we can approximate the end-effect as virtually rescaling the tag separation to an appropriate value, which we call effective distance. Formally, the effective distance between the tag i and the reference tag is modeled asdi, which maximizes the alignment between measured PDoA and the theoretical value for any given orientation (θY , θZ ):
To verify this model, we conduct a benchmark experiment involving two tags with a physical distance of 6 cm. We measure the PDoA by rotating the array to three known orientations, and then find the effective distance through Eq. (7). Figure 13 shows the CDF of PDoA deviation. We can see that, compared with the physical distance model that does not account for coupling, effective distance model reduces the maximum PDoA estimation error from 2 radians to 0.7 radians, and mean to as small as 0.1 radians. Overall, PDoA deviation is reduced to an extent comparable to the case without coupling effect (cf. Sec. 4.2.2). Note that, even without coupling, the PDoA model is imperfect and has minor residual errors due to the multipath and RF noise [8] [9] [10] 13 ]. They will be incorporated in our system level experiments.
Sensing the Effective Layout of a Tag Array
However, in practice, it is difficult to compute the effective distance from Eq. (7) for more than two tags due to the huge search space. More importantly, Eq. (7) requires the knowledge of multiple rotation angles as input, which the user may not even be able to obtain. In Tagyro, we design an Array Layout Sensing (ALS) algorithm, which can automatically sense the effective distance between tags, and hence the layout of the entire tag array under coupling, which we refer to as effective layout.
First, to avoid requiring the knowledge of rotation angle, our key insight is that the scope of PDoA is determined by the effective distance of two coupled tags, and it is independent of the array's orientation. The PDoA value is bounded within [− 2)). Thus, the effective distance can be determined by the PDoA scope as:d
To obtain the PDoA_scope, Tagyro requires the user to rotate the tag array by more than one cycle (360 • ) roughly around each axis. Meanwhile, it measures the PDoA values and uses the difference between maximum and minimum PDoA as the PDoA_scope. This is a simple one-time calibration, needed only when the tag array is first formed.
Second, when measured phase value exceeds 2π, the RFID reader wraps it back to the [0, 2π] range, which may cause ambiguity in estimating the max and min PDoA values. We remove the ambiguity through phase unwrapping [24] . Since the reader typically queries the tag at a much higher speed compared to the tag array rotation, the change between consecutive PDoA values is minor. Thus, any PDoA change greater than π or smaller than −π indicates the occurrence of phase jumping, which can be removed by adding/subtracting π to the subsequent samples of PDoA values.
Third, computing the orientation spectrum requires the relative layout of tags instead of their separation. We approach this by mapping the tags' pairwise effective distance to the entire tag array's effective layout. This can be formulated as a Classical MultiDimensional Scaling (CMDS) problem [25] , which takes a matrix 
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18: that describes dissimilarity between points (e.g., effective distance in our case) as input, and outputs a coordinate matrix in the geometrical space that minimizes the residual distance error. An approximate algorithm [26] can solve this problem efficiently at complexity O(K log K) for K tags. We apply the CMDS function built-in MATLAB which by default projects the K points into a K-dimensional space. Since tags are located in a 3-D space, the coordinate values for the higher K − 3 dimensions are small and close to zero. So we can take outcomes in the first 3 dimensions as tag coordinates and ignore the others without much loss of accuracy. It is worth noting that using other implementations of CMDS algorithm will not affect the key design of Tagyro. Figure 14 summarizes the operations of Tagyro's ALS algorithm: (i) When the array randomly rotates, ALS computes the PDoA from a reference tag to every other tags; (ii) The unwrapping operation removes the aliasing phase; (iii) Then ALS determines the scope of PDoA by tracking the max and min values of phase, and maps it to effective distance; (iv) The above steps are repeated for another reference tag until all pairwise effective distances are obtained, which together form a matrix; (v) Finally, Tagyro computes the effective tag layout from the effective distance matrix using the CMDS algorithm.
Algorithm 1 presents our real-time implementation of the ALS scheme in Tagyro. It takes the tag ID σ and phase φ as input, and updates the instant layout G to the user as the reader continuously queries the tag array. The algorithm can be stopped by user when the sensed array layout stabilizes.
We emphasize that a tag array's effective layout may differ from the geometrical layout. The difference reflects the overall impact of the coupling effect. Figure 14 illustrates the output from a mi- crobenchmark experiment, where we run ALS to sense a 4-tag square array. All 4 tags are physically placed on the X-Y plane, but in the effective layout, 2 of them are repelled from the plane, which account for the PDoA deviation due to coupling.
It is worth noting that ALS is a one-time procedure as long as the geometry layout of the tag array remains unchanged. If the effective layout can be measured at factory calibration time, then the ALS procedure can be skipped. In case when the tag-attached object is not suitable for rotation, the user can hold the RFID reader and scan around the object to complete the ALS.
Removing Tag's Initial Phase Offset
The PDoA comprises ∆φTag -the difference of two tags' initial phase offset (Sec. 2.2). To find out ∆φTag, recall that the PDoA of two tags is bounded by [ν, µ], where ν = − 4πd λ + ∆φTag and µ = 4πd λ + ∆φTag are the min and max PDoA values respectively, which are estimated by the ALS algorithm. Therefore, we can compute ∆φTag as follows:
This offset is a constant value for a pair of tags, which will be subtracted from the measured PDoA value (modeled by Eq. (2)) before computing the orientation spectrum.
Dealing with the Blind Direction -Toward 3-DoF Orientation Tracking
The non-isotropic radiation of RFID tags limits the range of orientations that Tagyro can track using a single array. To realize 3-DoF orientation sensing, we propose a setup using dual-array and dual-antenna reader. As illustrated in Figure 15 , our basic idea is to deploy another tag array along an orthogonal axis to the first one, so that it can compensate the blind direction, enabling full 2-DoF tracking. In addition, by deploying an additional reader antenna orthogonal to the first antenna, we can obtain total 4 DoFs (one being redundant). Compared to the 2-DoF case, 3-DoF orientation tracking requires an additional RFID antenna and tag array. Note that the dual-array can be attached not only to cuboid-shape objects, but also other arbitrary shapes (e.g., cylinder), as long as the two arrays can be arranged along perpendicular directions. We will present example use cases in Sec. 6.3. Figure 15 illustrates Tagyro's algorithmic modules under this new setup. During the initial setup, Tagyro needs to run the ALS algorithm for each tag array. At run time, it computes the orienta- tion spectrum for each combination of tag array and reader-antenna, referred to as a combo. Meanwhile, it uses a combo validator to determine which combo evades the blind direction problem and provides a valid (low-noise) PDoA value. Each valid combo can track orientation along two axes. So, Tagyro runs an orientation spectrum synthesis scheme that unifies multiple valid combos' sensing results to generate a 3-DoF orientation.
Combo Validator
Recall that, when a tag's blind direction points near the reader antenna, the RSS of backscattered signals drops by more than 20 dB, and the phase values become erroneous (Sec. 4.2.2). In addition, to satisfy the polarity alignment constraint (Sec. 4.2.1), all tags within an array have the same blind direction. So, as the arrays rotate, Tagyro's combo validator tries to exclude those combos in which the array's blind direction points to the reader antenna. RSS may seem a potential indicator -a combo that measures low RSS is likely to experience the blind direction problem. However, the absolute RSS depends on the tag-to-antenna distance, which is a random unknown factor. Therefore, it is impractical to use a fixed RSS threshold for combo validation.
Our solution builds on the observation that, since the two arrays are in orthogonal directions, for each antenna, at most one of the two arrays is in the blind direction. Let Ω1 and Ω2 denote the average RSS for tags in Array 1 and 2 respectively. By comparing their average RSS, Tagyro can determine which array is in the blind direction:
i.e., when the RSS of one array is lower than the other by δ, it is considered to be blinded. Note that the threshold δ only depends on the relative RSS between a valid and blinded array, and is independent of the tag-to-antenna distance. Based on the empirical measurement in Figure 9 , we set δ to a conservative value of 5 dB.
3D Orientation Spectrum Synthesis
In the dual-antenna reader setup, we take the first antenna's coordinate system as primary, and convert the estimation from the second antenna based on their geometrical relation. For example, in Figure 15 , the orientation spectrum for the second antenna I(θY , θZ ) in its own coordinate system becomes I(θX , θZ ) in the primary coordinate.
Tagyro merges the 2-DoF orientation spectrum (Eq. (3)) from different combos and produces a unified 3-DoF estimation. Let IRiAj denote the 2-DoF spectrum of combo ij, comprised of Reader antenna i and Array j. Tagyro builds a new orientation spectrum in 3D space by summing the corresponding pixels across different combos. The synthesized spectrum for the setup in Figure 15 is: 
Calibrating Frequency-Hopping Readers
To limit co-channel interference, commercial UHF RFID readers must randomly hop to one of 50 center frequencies within the 902-928 MHz band every 200 ms, following FCC regulation [27] . Frequency hopping will cause phase discontinuity due to the phase difference of oscillator and non-uniform frequency response of the tags' antennas. To our knowledge, this issue has not been examined experimentally in prior phase-based RFID sensing systems. So we first conduct an empirical study using the Impinj R420 reader [18] .
We first measure the phase of a stationary tag, which shows huge phase discontinuity over 30 seconds ( Figure 17 ). When zooming into a short period, we can see that phase values are piecewise constant with each piece lasting around 200 ms, corresponding the sojourn time on each frequency. On the other hand, Figure 18 shows that if we select the phase values from a single frequency and filter out others, the phase-distance relation still follows the linear model. These experiments imply that different frequencies induce different initial phase-offsets at the reader. To overcome the issue, one may selectively read the phase from one frequency, but this will significantly reduce the phase reading rate, because reader needs 10 seconds to finish one round of frequency hopping.
In Tagyro, we instead calibrate the phase difference between frequencies, so that the phase output looks like coming from a fixed frequency. The calibration is done by collecting an initial phase measurement that takes about 10s for an array before usage. Suppose during calibration, the tag is at distance d0 to the reader, now the phase-distance relation in Eq. (1) also depends on frequency fi, i.e.,
where c is light speed and βi denotes the phase offset introduced at frequency fi. Given the initial phase measurement φ(fi, d0), ∀i ∈ [1, 50], we map the phase φ(fi, d) for arbitrary distance d and frequency fi to a common frequency fr (default to 915.25 MHz). Substituting φ(fi, d0), φ(fr, d0), φ(fi, d), and φ(fr, d) into Eq. (10) and canceling the terms βi and βr, we have:
Note that d and d0 are not required to be known, because the phase value φ(f, d) is always read directly.
Dealing with Asynchronous Phase Reading
To compute the orientation of a tag array, the reader needs a synchronous phase snapshot of all tags. However, the EPC Gen2 RFID standard [17] adopts a Framed Slotted Aloha protocol which reads the tags asynchronously. To address this issue, Tagyro assumes the array's rotation speed remains similar over consecutive phase readings (typically a few tens of ms), and uses an interpolation method, which creates an instant phase snapshot for all tags at an interval of every T phase readings. In Tagyro, we set T to the number of tags in array. Let φ(ti) denote the phase of a tag at time ti. Tagyro computes the snapshot phase at time stamp t, given historical phase readings at time ti and ti−1:
Note out that since the interpolated phase value will be eventually updated by new phase measurement, the error of the interpolation result will not accumulate or propagate over time.
IMPLEMENTATION
Hardware: We implement a prototype of Tagyro using the COTS RFID reader Impinj R420 [18] , which is FCC-compliant and performs frequency hopping within 902.75 ∼ 927.25 MHz. Figure  19 illustrates our hardware components. Two circular polarized antennas are connected to the reader via its two RF ports. Their antenna gain and 3 dB-beamwidth are 5.5 dBi, 7 dBi and 100
• and 80
• [28, 29] , respectively. We assemble the tag array using three different types of RFID tags: ALN-9740 [30], SMARTRAC DogBone [31] , and SMARTRAC ShortDipole [32] . They are common label tag in flat, thin shape and commercially available [33] . Their maximum reading distance ranges from 15 ft to 20 ft. The reader interrogates RFID tags and sends query reports, containing information of ID, RSS, phase, time stamp and channel, via Ethernet to a host PC that runs Tagyro.
Software: Tagyro's software implementation contains three major modules: 3D GUI, RFID library and processing algorithms. The GUI module is developed in C#. It displays the tag array's effective layout during initial setup, and instantaneous orientation during run-time tracking. The RFID library controls the reader using a Low-Level Reader Protocol (LLRP) ratified by EPCglobal. We implement Tagyro's key processing algorithms (Sec. 4) in MATLAB, and then recompile them into standalone C libraries (DLL) using the Code Generation toolbox. The C libraries are imported into C# program and being invoked in real-time. To start, we first run the frequency calibration module for each array. Then we randomly rotate the tag array when Tagyro performs ALS to sense the tag array's effective layout. Afterwards, Tagyro can begin its orientation tracking.
EVALUATION
Methodology: We conduct experiments in an office environment to evaluate the effectiveness of Tagyro's design components, accuracy of orientation sensing, as well as run-time latency. Figure 15 illustrates our experiments' default setup, where 4 DogBone tags are attached to a plastic cube forming a square tag array, separated roughly by quarter-wavelength (i.e., 8.2 cm) . Note that since our ALS algorithm can automatically sense the tag layout, it is not required to deploy the RFID tags with precise separation. Two reader antennas are placed 1 m away from the tag array at mutually perpendicular directions, both 70 cm above the ground. By default, the reader uses its maximum transmit power at 32 dBm.
Since we are unaware of any RFID-based system that tracks 3D orientation of an object, we evaluate accuracy of Tagyro against ground truth measurement. To obtain the ground-truth orientation, we mount the tag array (attached to an object) on a mechanical rotator [34] (Figure 19 ), which is controlled by the PC host to rotate at full 360-degree at maximum speed 1.71 rad/s with minimum granularity of 1
• . We first rotate the tag array to a known orientation, and use it as the initial state. Then, the offset between the motor's rotation angles and initial state is used as the ground-truth orientation. Since the motor can only rotate in one DoF, we manually change the pose of the tag array, so that different DoFs can be aligned to the motor's rotation axis.
Metrics: To characterize Tagyro's accuracy, we mainly focus on angular error, i.e., the deviation of estimated orientation angle from the ground truth. Since Tagyro mainly relies on the PDoA information to pinpoint the tag orientation, in the micro-benchmark experiments we also use the phase error to quantify the effectiveness of our design.
Micro Benchmarks
Effectiveness of sensing effective layout. Recall a tag array's effective layout sensed by ALS may differ from the physical geometry, due to tag coupling. Figure 20 illustrates the layout of a 4-tag square array for cases with and without the coupling effect. Note that in the effective layout, two tags deviate from the Z axis in order to virtually compensate the coupling effect. Yet, obtaining the ground truth of coupling effect requires the knowledge of tag's physical parameters, e.g. coupling coefficient, which are not easily accessible in practice. On the other hand, the ALS accuracy will directly affect the ultimate performance of orientation tracking. Thus, we leave the evaluation of its effectiveness in the system level tests (Sec. 6.2).
To validate whether ALS can indeed counteract the coupling effect, we compute the orientation spectrum with effective layout. For contrast, we also simulate the oracle case using physical layout in a non-coupling scenario, which produces the ideal orientation spectrum. Generally, higher peak intensity means better spectrum (with higher contrast), because tracking will be more resilient to noise and spatial ambiguity. Figure 21 plots a snapshot spectrum in one dimension for θz by fixing θx and θy to zero. When the array is orientated at (0, 0, 195
• ), the orientation spectrum from ALS has similar peak intensity as oracle. Compared with the case when the physical layout is used directly, ALS significantly improves the contrast of spectrum. Figure 22 statistically plots the difference of highest intensity peak in spectrum relative to the oracle. The ALS algorithm reduces the intensity difference by 5.5× compared with using physical layout.
Accuracy of selecting the valid combo. In 3D orientation tracking, Tagyro's combo validator is critical in dealing with the blind direction issue. We verify this mechanism by rotating two arrays together in 3D space, and inspect if Tagyro can select the correct tag array. We determine the ground truth by checking if an array's blind direction is within 40
• pointing to the reader antenna. The experiment results in Figure 23 show that the array indices selected by Tagyro all match the ground truth. Since occasional blockage can also cause RSS offset between the two arrays to exceed the conservative threshold δ = 5dB (Sec. 4.4), some array indices in the ground truth may not be identified by Tagyro. However, this will not cause error because Tagyro can still use the other array to compute the orientation. Channel hopping calibration. We next evaluate the impact of reader's channel hopping on the phase value by measuring the phase of a static tag for 2 minutes. Figure 24 plots the histogram of phase values. Without calibration, phases are almost evenly distributed over all possible values with a std. of 1.78-radian. However, the std. is reduced by 46×, down to 0.039-radian after applying the calibration, which is very close to the noise floor 0.025-radian.
Effectiveness of the phase snapshot algorithm. Tags in an array are queried asynchronously by the reader, which makes the timestamps of phase reading misaligned. To evaluate this impact, we first rotate the tag array over 100 preset orientations and measure the phase values. Since the tag array is stationary during each measurement, the phase readings are consistent and used as groundtruth. Then we measure the phase while continuously rotating the array through these preset orientations. We observe that the phase error is substantially reduced after applying the phase snapshot algorithm ( Figure 25 ). Mean error drops from 0.084 radian to 0.026 radian. We believe the reduction can be larger for a higher rotation speed. Note that the error can occasionally be magnified by the phase snapshot due to unexpected phase deviation, e.g. noise. But they will have marginal impact on orientation tracking since the occasionally magnified error does not accumulate or propagate over time.
Interrogating speed of tag array. For real-time orientation tracking, one key question is: how fast can the RFID reader query the tag array? The query speed determines how frequent Tagyro can update the orientation estimation. We evaluate the query speed by interrogating different sizes of tag arrays. The reader uses its default AutoSet Dense mode, which automatically adjusts its MAClayer parameters to maximize the tag query speed. Table 1 summarizes the CDF of update frequency for a two-minute measurement when the array rotates at the maximum speed. Although the update frequency slightly decreases as we increase the array size, on average Tagyro can achieve 37.7 samples per second (SPS) even for the 8-tag array.
Efficiency of tracking algorithm. We further examine the realtime processing speed of our Tagyro implementation. We first collect a 2-minute trace data of the tag array's phase and then replay the trace in our Tagyro program. In this way, we can evaluate the efficiency of our orientation tracking algorithm independently of the reader's query speed. We run Tagyro on a i7-4770 PC utilizing one CPU core. Table 2 plots the frame rate (number of orientation sample outputs per second). Tagyro can maintain an average processing rate of 3500 FPS, 144.8 FPS and 76.7 FPS, for 1-DoF, 2-DoF and 3-DoF orientation tracking, respectively. The main bottleneck of Tagyro's tracking efficiency lies in the RFID reader's query speed (Table 1) which is much lower than the processing speed of Tagyro.
System Level Tests
We proceed to evaluate Tagyro's overall performance in tracking 3D orientation under various practical settings.
Accuracy of 3D orientation tracking. We first evaluate the accuracy of orientation tracking under different DoFs: (i) 1-DoF: tracking Z-axis rotation using a single tag array and single-antenna reader; (ii) 2-DoF: tracking Y and Z axis rotations using dual-array and single-antenna reader; (iii) 3-DoF: using the dual-array, dualantenna reader setup as in Figure 15 tracks one DoF. Notably, the average orientation error of Z-axis is much smaller (2.2
• ) in 3-DoF case, because both of the reader's antennas are outside the blind direction. Tagyro's orientation spectrum synthesis can effectively unify the extra spatial diversity to produce a better estimate. Figure 27 plots 5 overlapped example tracking results for 360
• rotation in 1-DoF. The figure depicts the orientation estimation of a tag array rotating at a constant speed and the ground truth value over the time, which shows that the estimated angle is highly consistent with the ground truth at every time stamp.
Impact of array size. We next vary the number of tags in array from 2 to 8 and evaluate how it affects the accuracy of orientation tracking. Figure 2 shows the tag arrays' physical layouts. Figure 28 plots the CDF of angular error in 1-DoF tracking, which shows that a larger tag array can effectively improve accuracy. The average error is reduced from 4.80
• for 2-tag array to 1.98
• for 8-tag array. Moreover, the 90-percentile error is also reduced from 9.71
• to 3.60
• . The improvement gently diminishes as the size of tag array increases. In practice, an array of 4∼6 tags may make a good balance between accuracy vs. form factor. Using high-frequency tags (e.g., millimeter-wave) may significantly reduce the form factor due to shorter wave length and smaller antenna size. But this is beyond the scope of our work.
Impact of environmental dynamics. Like all other phase-based RFID sensing systems [8] [9] [10] 13] , estimated phase value in Tagyro is subject to the channel noise and influenced by multipath environment. To evaluate their impacts, we measure the jitter of estimated orientation, while fixing the tags so that any jitter can be only caused by RF channel fluctuation. Figure 29 compares the angular jitter in a stationary environment with that where a human randomly walks around the reader and tags. The average jitter caused by the channel noise itself is small and typically less than 1
• . On the other hand, the estimated orientation can deviate by 6.5
• when there is significant human movement. This is mainly attributed to the intentionally created variation of multipath reflections. Fortunately, a larger tag array can make Tagyro more resilient to environmental dynamics -with an 8-tag array, the angular jitter is reduced to about 1
• .
Impact of tag-to-antenna distance. Typical RFID systems have a maximum reading range of 4∼6 m [35] . Longer distance results in weaker signals, hence more noisy phase reading. To understand its impact on the orientation accuracy, we vary the tag-to-antenna distance from 1 m to 2.75 m. Figure 30 shows that the average angular error gently increases from 2.09
• to 9.32 • , with a maximum working distance about 3m in our setup. A closer examination reveals that the RSS drops significantly over distance. The lowest RSS across rotation angles decreases by more than 21 dBm, from -49 dBm at 1m to -70 dBm at 2 m. Since the sensitivity of the Impinj R420 reader is -82 dBm [18] , its measured phase value starts to deviate from the phase-distance model (Sec. 2.1) when distance goes beyond 2 m. On the other hand, backscattered data bits can be decoded at a further distance because RFID adopts Amplitude-Shift Keying (ASK) modulation that is insensitive to the phase deviation. By deploying more RFID antennas, Tagyro can potentially cover a wider working area, which we will leave for our future work.
Under blockage. Tagyro's usage scenarios may involve NLOS environment, e.g., in a supply chain, where the object (and tag array) may be placed inside a card box (Figure 1) . We mimic such NLOS cases by blocking the LOS between the tag array and reader using different materials: card box, plastic board and wooden wall, with thickness of 5 mm, 10 mm and 30 mm, respectively. Figure 31 shows that blockage has marginal impact on Tagyro's orientation tracking. The wooden wall slightly reduces the accuracy because its thickness attenuates the backscattered signal strength, similarly to increasing tag-to-reader distance. The experiment verifies that Tagyro can track orientation in NLOS scenarios where camera-based approaches [36] will fail.
Latency of rotation response. In the implementation, we buffer multiple latest phase values for algorithm processing and adopt a Kalman filter to reduce noise in orientation estimation. They will incur response latency in the tracking output. To evaluate the latency, we rotate the tag array by 90
• and simultaneously measure the time it takes for the estimated orientation to be less than 5
• close to the ground truth. Figure 32 0.61s and 0.71s for 4-tag and 6-tag arrays respectively, which are sufficient for most application scenarios that do not have stringent timing constraint. Besides, the latency can be further reduced by using high-speed RFID readers.
Case Study
In this section, we apply Tagyro in two case studies: a gaming scenario where Tagyro detects the orientation of a 12-side dice, and a smart home scenario where Tagyro monitors the rotation of the door and consumption of roll tissue.
Tracking a 12-side dice. To detect which side of a ball-like dice faces up, we need at least two DoFs -the horizontal rotation does not matter because it will not change the face-up number. Thus, we setup one reader in the ceiling, which projects signals toward the ground and attach two tag arrays to the dice in mutually perpendicular directions (Figure 34 ). We randomly toss the dice and record the estimated and ground-truth number that faces up. Figure 33 shows that Tagyro correctly identifies 33 out of 36 numbers, achieving 91.7% accuracy. The tracking accuracy of the 12-side dice is lower than the 3D case ( Figure 26 ) due to two factors. First, the shape of dodecahedron does not allow us to attach tags completely following the constraint of polarity alignment (Section 4.2.1), which reduces the accuracy of combo validation (Section 4.4.1). Second, the two closely-placed tag arrays will create an inter-array coupling effect. Tagyro performs ALS independently for each array, which handles the intra-array coupling effect. Yet, it is unable to sense the inter-array coupling effect. On the other hand, Tagyro cannot perform a joint ALS for both arrays because their polarity directions are orthogonal. One approach to mitigate the inter-array coupling effect is to separate the two arrays by a distance of greater than halfwavelength (Figure 12 ), such as attaching tags to different edges of the box (Figure 15) .
Monitoring smart home. In the smart home scenario, Tagyro can monitor the status of daily objects, e.g., whether the door is open or close, which direction a rolling chair (and a seated human) is facing, and how much roll tissue has been consumed. Many such problems can be addressed by sensing the rotation/orientation of the passive objects. Here we showcase the door and roll tissue scenarios. Since both of them have fixed rotation axes, (i.e., rotation is restricted to 1-DoF), we attach a 4-tag array on each (Figure 1) , and use a single-antenna reader as monitor. Figure 35 (a) plots the accumulated rounds of rotations for a roll tissue, which unveils finegrained information of the consumption over time. Figure 35(b) shows tracking result for a door, which measures not only its opening angle, but also the time duration when it stays open/close. These case studies also demonstrate Tagyro can be applied to a wide range of objects with different shapes.
Though these detection tasks may be also addressed by simple mechanical or IR sensor, Tagyro has several unique advantages over them. (i) Fine-grained rotation trajectory. Tagyro not only tells if the door opens or closes, but also the degree of opening, which is useful for applications, such as to determine if a robot or cargo can 
DISCUSSION
Multipath Effects: Besides RFID tags, signals from the RFID reader may be reflected by other objects in the environment. Reflections from stationary objects do not disturb the RFID phase measurement [13] , and hence will not affect Tagyro's performance. RFID reader estimates phase based on the modulated signals backscattered from the tag. Any signals reflected from static objects are unmodulated and are already removed by the reader's built-in high-pass filter.
Yet, multipath reflections from moving objects, e.g., human walking, may cause some adversary effects. In such cases, the reflected signals are dynamic, and thus may not be effectively removed by the high-pass filter. Fortunately, this adversary impact can be effectively alleviated by increasing the tag number in the array ( Figure  29 ).
Coupling Effect Caused by Surrounding Metallic Objects: The coupling effect occurs not only among RFID tags, but also between the tag and surrounding metallic materials in the environment, which we call static and dynamic coupling, respectively. The ALS algorithm is designed primarily to address the static coupling issue. The dynamic coupling cannot be effectively captured, because the metallic object does not rotate along with the tag arraywhen the tag array rotates, their coupling coefficients would change arbitrarily. Addressing the impact of dynamic coupling effect from surrounding metallic objects on the RFID phase measurement is still an open challenge. Fortunately, our observation ( Figure 12 ) demonstrates that as long as the metallic object is not very close to the tag, e.g., > the half wavelength ( λ 2 ≈ 16cm ), the coupling effect between them will almost vanish and will not affect the accuracy of phase measurement.
Size of Tag Array: Given the relatively large size of commodity UHF RFID tags, it may not always be feasible to attach multiple tags to an object of small size. The size of tag array is primarily limited by the physical constraint, where the antenna size and separation have to match the wavelength of wireless frequency. As the RFID technology matures at higher frequency, e.g., 60 GHz, the size of tag array can be significantly reduced [37, 38] , much like a finger nail. A smaller tag size will extends Tagyro towards more ubiquitous Internet-of-Things applications.
Tracking Orientation of Multiple Objects: When multiple objects exist in the same vicinity, Tagyro can track them independently given the tag IDs associated with each object. This is a huge advantage over vision-based approaches [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] which are eas-ily confused by background and occlusion effects. Yet, the performance of Tagyro may be compromised due to the limited total query speed of the RFID reader, where the speed for each tag is reduced.
RELATED WORK
Our work is most closely related with prior art in the following domains:
Sensor-equipped device. The most straightforward approach to sense orientation is to use active sensors, e.g., magnetometer, gyroscope or accelerometer. Acube [15] combines these active sensors to estimate the orientation of a smartphone that is used for indoor localization and tracking. In industry setting [39] , orientation sensors are deployed to guide robot arms to pick up objects. Active sensors are accurate but power hungry, and need frequent maintenance (e.g., battery replacement or charging). RFID tags are batteryless and ideal for objects that cannot afford frequent maintenance. RFID-Die [40] and WISP [41] use customized RFID tags with embedded motion sensors that harvest energy from RF signals. The power draw of sensors significantly reduces the tags' working range (down to 8 cm [40] ) and reduces the duty cycle (e.g., one sensing for every two-second charging [42] ). In contrast, Tagyro uses COTS passive RFID tags, with a typical working range of around 3 m and sampling rate of 37.7 samples/second. Owing to low-cost of RFID tags (10 cents each [43] ), Tagyro is readily usable in massive Internet-of-Things applications. In addition, mid-end smartphones with RFID readers are already available, which can bring Tagyro to home and in-situ usage. The Cricket Compass [44] tracks the orientation of a mobile device based on the distance difference of arrival between multiple pairs of ultrasonic transceivers. Although the high-level principle share similarities, Tagyro's RFID tag array tracking entails a unique set of challenges while bringing salient properties in terms of precision, cost, and energy efficiency.
Image-based orientation detection. Detecting the orientation of object is a general problem in computer vision [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Hinterstoisser et al. [3] proposed a template matching method to detect the tilt angle of objects in the image. Image-based approach is also used to detect human face, head and gaze orientation [45, 46] . Saxena et al. [4, 36] and Shimizu et al. [7] applied a pattern matching method to estimate the 3D orientation of objects in the image, which can guide robotic arms' grasping action. However, such image-based approaches only work in line-of-sight (LOS). They are very sensitive to lighting condition and fail even under partial occlusion by a paper box. On the other hand, Tagyro can accurately track object orientation even if the tags are occluded from the reader's LOS.
RFID tilt sensing. There has been preliminary work in RFIDbased tilt sensing, which puts either the reader or tags on the object. Han et al. [47, 48] used a site-survey approach to determine the position and orientation of a target (e.g. robot and chair) in a 2D space. However, they need to install the reader on the target, and require a dense deployment of RFID tags to cover the floor of interest. RFCompass [12] uses a 2D-plane partitioning method to navigate a robot to gradually converge towards an object's direction, but cannot estimate the object's instantaneous 3D orientation. Krigslund et al. [14, 49, 50] estimate the 1D orientation of an RFID tag by tracking the RSS fluctuation based on the principle of antenna polarity. Due to polarity mismatch, RSS decreases proportionally to the angular misalignment between the reader and the tag. However, the RSS is easily affected by distance and environment dynamics, and the polarity-based approach has 90
• ambiguity in orientation estimation. Tagyro represents the first phase-based method to sense tag orientation without ambiguities, and in 3D space.
RF-based localization. RFID tag localization has been extensively studied recently [8, 10, 47, 48, 51, 52] . The state-of-the-art techniques, e.g., Tagoram [8] and PinIt [52] , can already locate the tag's position at a cm-level or mm-level accuracy. On the other hand, estimating the orientation of RFID tag is a relatively new area that has not been well explored yet. The basic idea behind Tagyro's tag array approach shares similar spirit with antenna-array based radio localization [53] , which can track the relative angle between a multi-antenna receiver and an access point on the same 2D space. However, the unique properties of RFID, e.g., tag coupling and nonisotropic radiation, bring unprecedented challenges to Tagyro. One may think of applying them to estimate the object orientation: by attaching two tags to different parts of the object, its orientation can be derived from the estimated locations of tags. However, this approach has several limitations. First, existing schemes only address the 2D localization problem [47, 48, 51] . The 2D position (on a plane) limits the orientation estimation to only 1 DoF. Second, most state-of-the-art localization schemes have 10∼20 cm errors [10] . They are unable to differentiate the position of two closely-placed tags, and thus cannot give precise orientation estimation. Although Tagoram [8] can estimate tag position at cm-level accuracy, it requires multiple readers that are precisely deployed at dedicated positions, which is not suitable for ad-hoc scenarios like smart home or mobile gaming. STPP [11] can estimate the relative position for closely-separated tags, but it can only discriminate the left/right/up/down ordering. Furthermore, the non-ideal radiation of RFID signal (Sec. 4.2) invalidates the basic assumption that the phase changes linearly over distance, which requires us to rethink the effectiveness of existing phase-based RFID localization techniques [8, 11] when working in the 3D space.
RFID radiation pattern. Existing electromagnetic research has studied the imperfection of RFID tag radiation pattern. Zhang et al. [54] used two dipole antennas in orthogonal directions to achieve full RSS coverage over 3D space. Tagyro adopts a similar idea to address the blind direction issue, which deploys two tag arrays in perpendicular directions (Sec. 4.2). Yet, Tagyro addresses the more critical problem of polarity-induced phase-shifting, through adaptive array selection and polarity alignment. Bolotnyy et al. [55] studied the tag readability issue caused by coupling effect in a multi-tag RFID system. To our knowledge, Tagyro is the first to evaluate the impact of coupling effect on the phase of RFID tag array, and to counteract the effect by using the layout sensing technique.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an RFID-based system to track the orientation of a batteryless object. By forming an array using multiple tags, Tagyro exploits their phase difference of arrival to find out the object orientation. Novel processing algorithms are proposed to address challenging issues such as coupling effect, which are raised in the tag-array RFID system. Tagyro is built upon COTS RFID reader and tags. We conduct system-level experiments and two case studies, which show that Tagyro can achieve high accuracy in orientation tracking. Tagyro represents the first study of an RFID-based 3D orientation tracking system, which can be applied to many practical scenarios including but not limit to smart home and mobile gaming.
